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Editor’s
comment
Is this the face to launch a thousand
EBEA journals? Hardly! I am doing a
second stint as interim General Editor
for one edition only. Thereafter,
Duncan Cullimore kindly takes over,
in place of Ian Abbott, who has
resigned.
Ian Abbott steered the EBEA journal
for the greater part of three years.
Being General Editor is an onerous,
draining job that devours time,
thought and energy. We are all
indebted to Ian for his skilful efforts
on our behalf, and we thank him for
his significant, selfless contribution to
the ongoing work of the EBEA.
In this edition we feature three key
contributions to the Annual
Conference. Ian Byatt gave us insights
into economic aspects of water
regulation, and made economics

In order to keep
your copy of the
Journal intact,
please photocopy
this form and
then return your
copy to the
Hassocks Office
(address on
back cover)

Robert
Wilson

appear useful. DeAnne Julius outlined
the work of the Monetary Policy
Committee and its decision-making
process.
Kevan Scholes provided an overview
of corporate strategy and with it an
analytical toolkit that you might care
to apply to your own place of work.
We have added a few thoughtprovoking exercises for you and your
students, and there are the usual
sections on IT and on Resource
Reviews.
There were many fine, stimulating
contributions to this year's
conference, including some by new
and/or budding entrants to the
profession; the quality of their
presentations was hugely
encouraging. All that the conference

lacked was a higher level of
attendance. I hope that we shall be
seeing larger numbers there next year.
Robert Wilson
Editor
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P R E S I D E N T I A L
Ian CR Byatt
Director General of
Water Services, Ofwat
aka ‘The Regulator’
and President of EBEA

A D D R E S S

Regulating the Water
Industry Does Economics Help?
Our President, Ian Byatt,
gave this thought-provoking
Presidential address as his
main contribution to the
conference.We thank Ian for
giving us so much of his
time, and also for carrying
out his duty of chairing the
AGM with friendly efficiency
and aplomb.

Regulating water companies
has many facets. Regulation
involves dealing with matters
legal, economic, financial,
engineering, political, customerrelated, media-related. From
this wide-range of activity, there
are two questions in particular
that are likely to be of greatest
interest to this audience.
What part does
economics and
business analysis play
in making strategic
decisions?
What do economists
and other analysts do
in a regulatory office?

connection. A regulatory office
is there to act. To the extent
possible, actions should be
properly based on sound
analysis. There are often
practical difficulties in achieving
this and decisions usually have
to be taken within quite tight
constraints.
A regulatory office is also
there to influence. Good
analysis can help in influencing
the decisions of others. It can
also widen the scope for good
decisions in the future, by easing
regulatory constraints. In
practice this is very important.
Any new idea has to fit into a
historical context; it has to come
at the right time.

Ian Byatt

Sometimes analysis gets ahead
of perceived regulatory
objectives. If so, there is a need
to think of the perceived
objectives as well as the
analysis. Can the regulatory
A R E G U L AT O RY O F F I C E I S
agenda be shifted? Maybe,
but only if the research
T H E R E T O A C T. T O T H E
offers some attractive new
insights.
EXTENT POSSIBLE, ACTIONS

S H O U L D B E P R O P E R LY B A S E D

ON
The answer, in brief,
to the first question is
that analysis has a
significant role to play.
The answer, in brief, to the
second question is that
economists and others work on
areas of Ofwat activity that have
been identified as appropriate
for analysis and which have
proved to be analytically fruitful.
There is an obvious
distinction between analysis and
action, but also an important

S O U N D A N A LY S I S

So analysis must proceed in
parallel with the process of
regulation. If it is not closely
interwoven with regulatory
objectives, analysis is a waste of
time and effort; but keeping
analysis and regulation in
parallel is more easily said than
done.

Sometimes regulatory
objectives get ahead of
analysis. If so, there is a
need either to accelerate the
analysis or, more often, an
imperative to make
decisions on the basis of
imperfect understanding.
One of the many things I have
learned in the last ten years at
Ofwat is that exposure of
information and of the results of
analysis enriches the regulatory
process in two ways. First, what
is exposed by way of
3
information can be
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Figure 1: The Ofwat Route Map
better, because people are
obliged to be analytically
honest. Secondly, the exposure
process brings an increasing
number of outside people into
the frame. Both factors
increase the effectiveness of
regulation.
For these reasons, Ofwat now
puts all its publications straight
on to its website.You will find
us at www.open.gov.uk/ofwat
THE IMPORTANCE OF
GOOD DATA
Before one can do anything,
one needs good data. We at
Ofwat have therefore put a
great deal of effort into
collecting good data from the
water companies on an annual
basis. This has involved great
care in defining consistent data
and in using independent
Reporters to verify it.
Incidentally, all these data are
available to anyone who would
like to buy a CD ROM or a
drawer full of hard copy. Just
go to our website.
I am glad that educational
institutions are now using our
material to support classroom
and project work.
WHAT KINDS OF
ANALYSIS?
Analysis involves:
●

4

putting together in some
logical form the main
elements of the situation
(building a model), a
desperate search for some
numbers (identification and
collection of the data), a
struggle to get some results
(econometrics).

●

creating a story
(presentation of the
scientific analysis).

Sometimes the analysis is
more quantitative, sometimes
more qualitative.
Our job involves filling in the
elements of what we call our
route map.

WHAT KINDS OF ISSUES?
Below is a list of the issues
which we believe are
susceptible to analysis and
which we have been and are
engaged on in our work as
regulators of the water
companies.

●

The supply of, and demand
for, water.

●

Tariff policy.

●

The costing of new
obligations (and the
assessment of benefits).

●

Ring-fencing of the core
utility business.

They fit together as elements
in the building blocks used in
the price setting process shown
in Figure 1.

●

The cost of capital,
including the preservation of
investment grade status.

●

The maintenance of the
capability of the capital stock.

None of these issues are the
exclusive preserve of
economists. Economists can,
and do, contribute in all of
them, but they need to work
closely with other analysts. In
Ofwat, economists are
sometimes in the lead,
sometimes not; and, of course,
knowledge of economics is not
the exclusive preserve of
professional economists.

●

Assessment of efficiency and
the scope for further
efficiency.

I would like to give an
outline of how we have handled
each of these areas.

THE JOURNAL OF THE ECONOMICS &
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THE COST OF CAPITAL
There is a long line of
economic analysis in this field.
In the UK, it was a mainstay of
nationalised industry economics,
in the form of capital budgeting
procedures and the pricing rules
to be derived from an
appropriate discount rate.
Economists used a large amount
of ink to argue about the choice
of a discount rate - the
opportunity cost of capital/social

PRESIDENTIAL
A D D R E S S

return for the taxpayer. It helped
to sustain a financial discipline
for the nationalised industries.
It soon became clear that these
analytic tools would be
operationally effective only
inside a properly specified
financial regime. For example,
when we were reviewing the Test
Discount Rate (TDR) in
advance of the 1978 White
Paper, I was very firmly told that
the real rate of interest (by
which I meant the
inflation adjusted
rate) was the rate at
which the industries
borrowed from the
Treasury. It was
certainly not the
TDR specified in
various White
Papers.
Our way out of
this impasse in 1978
was to specify a
Required Rate of
Return (RRR). This
was designed:
to bring the
opportunity cost
of capital into
the determination
of an industry’s
investment
programme as a
whole and not just into the
appraisal of individual
projects; and
●

Rushing through
record rainfall.
But how to
collect it?

time preference controversy. The
older ones among you will
remember the issues. Were
nationalised industries acquiring
capital on too easy terms, and
were the targets set for them,
with regard to the return on
capital invested, insufficiently
demanding? In the hands of the
Treasury, DCF analysis became
a useful tool for seeking - or
attempting to seek - a proper

●

to include the opportunity
cost of capital more directly in
the determination of the
industry’s financial targets.

The main piece of evidence
used to determine the RRR was
a projection of the pre-tax real
rate of return on assets achieved

by private companies in recent
years. It was argued that if
resources are used for
investment by the nationalised
industries, the nation forgoes
their use in other parts of the
economy - capital for
nationalised industries has an
opportunity cost.
The White Paper pointed out
that the cost of external capital
to private firms was another
relevant factor and that this had
the advantage of being a forward
looking measure. But there were
problems in measurement.
When the nationalised
industries were privatised, the
focus shifted to the cost of
external capital. Privatisation
had provided a clear operational
financial framework; the fudging
of the 1960s and 1970s was no
longer possible. Much of the
previous apparatus of thought
could, however, be easily
transferred from the public to
the private sector.
The new work that was
required was clear analysis of the
cost of capital in the financial
markets.
Initially, we turned to deriving
a weighted cost of capital (Ofwat
Cost of Capital 1990) using a
projection of long run trends.
This sufficed for the 1994
Periodic Review of prices. This
approach has more recently been
developed into a more thorough
market based approach using a
whole range of observations in
the market. These observations
include, of course, a great deal
of information about
expectations of future
5
interest rates.

PRESIDENTIAL
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THE CAPABILITY OF
THE CAPITAL STOCK
There are many differing
perspectives in this area.
Engineers, rightly, are
concerned with the condition
of their plant and machinery,
and in the water and sewerage
business with the state of their
pipes and sewers.

Who’s to say
what constitutes
“frivolous use”?
And who should
pay for this
public fountain...
and how?

6

Shareholders want a good
return from their assets. They
want the company to work the
assets hard and to be
economical in maintaining
them.
Managers are concerned not
so much with the condition of
the asset but with whether it
works at all, and, if so, how
well it works without, of
course, spending too much of
the shareholders’ money.

They now include a great
here for economists. All this is
deal of information about the
set out in the publication that
acceptable financial structures
set out the results of the last
of utility balance sheets. From
price review (Future Water
this information we can derive
Charges for Water and
Spending customers’ money
an objective band for the cost
Sewerage Services 1999).
through
higher price limits is,
of capital. We can also specify
The numbers may change
of course, another matter.
the financial
indicators that a
Regulators are
company must
concerned with whether
OFWAT HAS PUT A GREAT
demonstrate to the
customers receive good
markets to
DEAL OF EFFORT INTO
service, and will continue
maintain
investment grade
to enjoy good service ASSESSING THE SCOPE
status on its
whether this is done by
bonds. The
replacing assets, by
FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN
regulator must
repairing them or by
then use his or her
circumventing their
EFFICIENCY IN WATER
judgement to
deficiencies. Regulators
derive exact
believe that companies
numbers.
COMPANIES
should be economical so
The key point is
that customers pay no
that the number
more than is necessary for
used - the weighted average
over time. We are, therefore
cost of capital - must be
considering - together with
them to continue to receive a
derived from market
Ofgem - how best to monitor
satisfactory service
observations, and not from
the evidence and, if necessary,
Good analysis and good
some kind of extrapolation of
how best to adjust the figures
information is necessary, but
history. There is a clear role
as the evidence changes.
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not sufficient for the resolution
of these issues. Currently, we in
Ofwat adopt a straightforward
but (we believe) defensible
position, whereby price limits
allow for a continuation of
previous levels of activity,
provided that serviceability to
customers is being maintained.
If serviceability is not being
maintained, an increase in
activity may be allowed for
within price limits, but only
after the company has
answered some questions
about why it has not
properly served its
customers.
Expenditure is then
related to depreciation and
capital maintenance charges.
They should be broadly
equivalent. One application
of this principle is to check
against prospective
expenditure the accounting
charges which the company
makes when calculating its
profitability. It is not
convincing for a company to
ask for higher prices to
finance more capital
maintenance if it fails to
deduct a proper capital
maintenance charge from its
assessment of its
distributable profits.

ASSESSMENT OF
EFFICIENCY
Ofwat has put a great deal of
effort into assessing the scope
for improvements in efficiency
in water companies. This has
involved:
●

assessing the scope for
improvement in the industry

●

PRESIDENTIAL
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in the sense of the movement
of the frontier. We believe that
this will depend on trends in
the economy as a whole as
well as factors specific to the
water business.

looked at trends in the water
industry and the other utilities,
in the light of the very large
increase in productivity that has
taken place as a result of
privatisation.

assessing the efficiency of
each company relative to its
peers, ie allowing for
differences in operating
environments.

Having estimated a figure for
the growth of productivity we
then turned to our econometric
analysis of the differences
between the cost of each
company using the carefully
specified consistent
information from each
company.
This analysis has revealed
some well-defined
systematic relationships
between operating costs and
operating characteristics that
enable us to estimate
differences in efficiency. In a
number of cases the R2 is
quite low. In such cases we
have, however, often used
the relationship to adjust the
crude cost number, on the
grounds that to use the
unadjusted number would
be even harder on the high
cost company.

From sky direct to sewer: a lot of rainfall goes
uncollected

●

judging the rate at which
inefficient companies can be
expected to catch up with the
more efficient ones.

For the first task we relied
largely on consultants. At the
recent price review we used the
services of Europe Economics,
with the assistance of Professor
Nick Crafts from LSE. Together
they looked at the growth of
total factor productivity in the
economy as a whole. They then

We have looked at capital
costs through our cost base,
which has enabled us to take
a view on the level of capital
costs which we should allow for
when setting price limits. A set
of defined schemes has been
specified to cover the normal
range of capital projects. Each
company is then asked to cost
these schemes. The results are
then compared with each other
and examined by consulting
engineers retained by us in
order to judge the relative
efficiency of each company’s
97
capital programme.

PRESIDENTIAL
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Water quality
needs to be set
‘for both man
and beast’:
an angler at work.

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Contrary to popular views,
the demand for water in the
UK is not growing. Industrial
demand is falling, in part as a
response to price rises, and the
demand for household use is
rising only slowly, mainly as a
result of the formation of new
households. Demand for
gardening purposes is rising,
especially in hot summers, but
is not yet a large component of
total demand.

8

Traditionally, household
water charges were assessed on
a rateable value basis, with
metering being confined to the
larger business users. New
properties are now metered
and those using large amounts
of water, for example for
sprinkling their lawns, are
required to pay a measured

charge. Where supplies are
metered, and prices (NB not
average revenues) are
controlled, additional demand
leads directly to additional
revenue. In that situation,
provided that tariffs are
properly designed, growth in
demand is self-financing.
In order to finance additions
to the local distribution
network, an infrastructure
charge is levied on new
household properties. This
charge is controlled by the
Regulator.

principles. There is plenty of
work here for the economists in
the team.
We have:
●

pressed companies to move
towards a sensible differential
between measured and
unmeasured tariffs, thereby
preventing discrimination
against measured customers.

●

established a fair allocation
between charges for drinking
water and waste water,
thereby preventing
discrimination against, or in
favour of, customers of
companies providing clean
water only.

●

established principles for
setting standing charges and,
in consequence, substantially
reduced them.

●

encouraged companies to

TARIFF POLICY
We have done a good deal of
work, with some success, to
push companies into thinking
about sensible tariff structures,
using well known economic

THE JOURNAL OF THE ECONOMICS &
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begin to break down costs of
waste water between foul
sewage, surface drainage and
highway drainage. As a result,
customers will no longer pay
for surface drainage when
they do not receive the service.
●

guided companies in the
development of charges for
large users so that the charges
are based on costs and not on
bargaining power.

●

pushed companies into
making estimates of long run
marginal costs so that they
can be used as a reference
point for setting tariffs.

PRESIDENTIAL
A D D R E S S

COSTING OF NEW
OBLIGATIONS
Customers’ bills have been
very largely driven by an
obligation on water companies
to improve quality and operate
to higher standards. The costing
of these obligations has involved
a very large amount of work as
it has been done in considerable
detail.
The independent Reporters
have looked at each project and
their comments have been very
helpful to us in cutting back
company estimates to a
magnitude which we believe it is
reasonable to allow for in setting
price limits. Even more
important has been our work on
the cost base described earlier.
The size of the adjustments has
varied, but for the industry as a
whole they have amounted to
reductions in the region of 15%
to 20%.

The core business had to certify,
each year and at the time of any
acquisition by the group, that it
had sufficient funds to finance
its functions, including its
capital programme.
Guidelines were published,
after consultation on the
regulatory accounts of the
utility. These guidelines included
principles of transfer pricing and
a requirement to allocate costs
by activity. The correct principle
is, of course, that transfer prices
should be determined in a
competitive market and that if
this is impossible, that costs
should be allocated in relation
to activities.
There is now a regular
programme of visits to
companies for our staff. We
learn from these visits and
companies change their
practices.

CONCLUSIONS
RING-FENCING OF THE
CORE UTILITY BUSINESS
When the single-product
water authorities were privatised
into water companies, their first
thoughts seemed to be to
diversify out of water into
contracting, into operating
overseas and into related
activities such as solid waste.

A water treatment plant: capital to
be maintained

We at Ofwat watched this
development with a good deal of
trepidation. We adopted a
defensive strategy, designed to
protect the customers of the
utility. We insisted that no
money was to be borrowed with
recourse to the utility, so that
losses could not be visited on
the customers of the utility.

In the regulatory world, just as
in any other world, analysis is
there to support action. I have
illustrated what we have been
doing in Ofwat by way of
analysis over the last ten years,
and have intimated how
economists have a role to play.
Our work shows that more
analysis is done than under
nationalisation, and that the
findings are much more widely
disseminated. And I happen to
believe that we come to better
decisions.

Ian CR Byatt
Director General of
Water Services, Ofwat
aka ‘The Regulator’
and President of EBEA
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70p a day
The sheet contains extracts from
a leaflet sent to every household
in Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire and
Moray. The leaflet was issued by
the North of Scotland Water
Authority (NoSWA), the local
water supplier.
In the leaflet, NoSWA tries to
do two things:
● To explain to its domestic
customers how the water
authority calculates customers'
water charges.
● To try to justify the charges
to customers, and particularly
to those who think the charges
are high.

A

DOMESTIC AND
SEWERAGE CHARGES,
2000 - 2001

You can see that customers are
charged separately for water
supply and sewerage services.
Both charges are linked not to
actual use of the services but to
the amount people pay in Council
Tax, which is banded. The amount
that people pay in Council Tax is
in turn linked to the market value
of their home. So how much
people pay to the water authority
depends on the value of the
house, flat or cottage they live in.
1 This may seem an odd way to
charge people for water and
sewerage. For this system to
be seen as 'fair', what
assumptions have to made
about the relationship
between (a) the homes in
which people live and their
income (b) the market value of
the home and the amount of
water used in that home?
2 With this system of payment,
the cost to the householder of
using an additional unit of
water is zero. What are the
main problems with this
system of charging for water
use?
3 Suppose that every home had
a metered water supply. How
might that affect consumer
behaviour?

B

WHY ARE OUR
CHARGES
HIGHER.....?

1 NoSWA gives three
reasons why its
charges are
comparatively high.
What are those
reasons?
2 The cost to the Post
Office of delivering a
letter by First Class
mail to remote parts
of Britain is far higher
than delivering to a
central city, but the
charge to the sender
is the same. So all
users of the UK postal
service pay the same
price, irrespective of
the cost of providing
the service to them.
(a) Why in the UK
doesn't the principle
of charging everyone the same
price apply to water?
(b) What are the main
arguments for and against
charging each and every
customer the full cost of
providing the service to that
customer?
3 'Our customers are our only
source of income.' How does
this compare with UK rail
services?

C

WHERE YOUR MONEY
GOES

It is common knowledge that
many parts of the UK water and
sewage system are old and worn
out. There is a huge backlog of
work to be done in rebuilding
and improving the supply
network.
1 What fact in this section
supports the view that there
is a backlog of work to be
done?
2 For what purpose do you
think NoSWA has borrowed
money? Why does NoSWA
not pay in full for this work at
the time when it is
undertaken and completed?

D

WHO REGULATES ... ?

1 Find out who 'the Regulator’
is for the water industry in
your part of the UK. What
sort of things does the
Regulator seek to regulate?

E

SAFE TAP WATER

1 Does it ever strike you as
absurd that we use highquality drinking water for
washing socks, for watering
the garden and for cleaning
cars? Masses of time, money
and effort go into producing
safe tap water, and then we
do that with it! Suggest ways
in which our use of water
might be made less wasteful.
2 'We're asking people to pay,
on average, (less than) 70p a
day.'; that is, just over £250 a
year.
(a) What difficulties are there
in interpreting this statistic?
(b What also might be inferred
from that statistic about
housing and incomes in the
NOSWA area?
11

For suggested answers, see the EBEA’s website. www.ebea.org.uk

Target 2 Point 5
the work of the Bank of England’s
Monetary Policy Committee
themes that Dr Julius
covered both in her address
and at question time. It has
been compiled by Robert
Wilson, and is reproduced
by kind permission and
with the approval of
Dr Julius, to whom we offer
our thanks.
Many of you will already be
familiar with the work of the
Monetary Policy Committee. If
much of what follows is already
known to you, I hope it will
bring you the comfort of
having what you teach
confirmed and consolidated.
To any of you for whom this
topic is unfamiliar, I hope that
this outline will prove a good
starting point.
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Note: Dr DeAnne Julius
treated delegates at the
Annual Conference to a
riveting overview and
evaluation of the work of
the MPC. She deployed 24
transparencies; too many
to be reproduced here. She
used no notes, and had no
set speech for her (or the
editor of the Journal!) to
draw on. Her lecture was
comprehensive to a degree
that cannot be adequately
covered in the space
available for this article. It
was followed by a wideranging question and
answer session.The text
below takes some of the

Dr DeAnne
Julius
Member of the
Monetary Policy
Committee

geared to supporting long term
economic goals and that
interest rate adjustments were
better undertaken with
something other than the next
election in mind. It was
decided to place the setting of
short term interest rates, via
the Bank of England base rate,
in the hands of 'experts'
deliberating in committee.

The MPC currently consists
of nine members: the Governor
of the Bank of England, who
acts as chair, four members of
the staff of the Bank of
England (the 'insiders') and
four others who have a
background in economics but
who are not members of the
Bank's staff (the 'outsiders').
Each month the
Committee meets
for two days, when
I T WA S D E C I D E D T O P L A C E T H E
it decides on what
action to take over
SETTING OF SHORT TERM
the base rate of
interest: whether to
I N T E R E S T R AT E S I N T H E H A N D S O F
raise it, lower it, or
‘ E X P E R T S ’ D E L I B E R AT I N G I N
leave it unchanged.
The Committee's
COMMITTEE
decision is made
public immediately,
and two weeks later
the MPC publishes its
BACKGROUND
minutes. These include
The MPC was set up by the
information on how each
present Labour government
member voted as well as an
with the aim of taking
outline of the thinking
monetary policy out of the
underlying the decision.
political arena. The
Great care is taken over the
government recognised that
minutes, not only for accuracy
monetary policy needed to be
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Figure 1: The Economic Cycle
but also for clarity. We are well
aware that the media will dissect
the minutes. I also know that
paragraphs from the
committee's minutes are likely
to resurface as data response
passages on economics
examination papers!
Our task is ' ... to deliver price
stability (as defined by the
Government's inflation target)
and, subject to this objective, to
support the Government's
economic policy, including its
objectives for growth and
employment'. This objective of
delivering price stability was
established under the terms of
the Bank of England Act 1998.

T H E M P C ’ S TA S K I S T O S E T
I N T E R E S T R AT E S S O T H AT
T H E 2 . 5 % I N F L AT I O N
TA R G E T I S M E T

PRICE STABILITY
For those of you of older
years, the current definition of
price stability makes interesting
reading. The present
government is not pursuing a
zero rate of inflation, (as some
have done, albeit fleetingly, in
the past) because of an upward
bias in the way inflation is
measured; a zero rate is no
longer seen as being either
desirable or necessary. The
present government defines
price stability as 2.5%. The
MPC's task is to set interest
rates so that the 2.5% inflation
rate target is met, no more and

no less. The 2.5% figure is a
target to be met; it is not a
ceiling. There will be no
government plaudits for the
MPC from a decision on
interest rates that delivers, or is
believed to have delivered, a rate
of inflation below target. Given
the measurement bias in the
RPIX, that could be
deflationary.
To stabilise inflation at 2.5%,
we need to help stabilise the
business cycle, to avoid periods
of 'boom and bust' and to keep
the economy as close to its long
term growth trend as is
possible. Figure 1 The
Economic Cycle illustrates
aspects of our task. If our
decisions contribute towards
allowing economic growth to
accelerate too rapidly or to
reach too high a level, the
economy builds up inflationary
pressures and we run the risk of
exceeding our 2.5% inflation
target. If, on the other hand,
interest rate decisions contribute
to causing the economy to slow
down overmuch, the

deceleration can lead to
undesirably high levels of
unemployment.
TRANSMISSION
MECHANISM
Figure 2 The Transmission
Mechanism (1) illustrates how
a change in interest rates
eventually brings about a
change in inflation. Initially, our
interest rate decision will
influence other market rates and
also asset prices, including bond
prices, share prices and house
prices. Interest rate decisions
can also affect business
confidence and consumer
confidence as well as currency
markets. All of these factors are
inter-related; for example the
foreign exchange value of the £
is one determinant of business
confidence, particularly for
manufacturers in an economy
which has recently been
described as 'two speed'.
It is important to understand,
however, that our task is
13
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Figure 2: The Transmission Mechanism (1)
manufacturers, or the service
sector, or exporters or
importers. Insofar as we do
further the interests of these
groups, it is through our
success or otherwise in meeting
the objective laid down for us:
helping, via our decisions on
interest rates, to maintain the
economy on a steady and
sustainable growth path at a
low level of inflation.
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Figure 3 The Transmission
Mechanism (2) illustrates the
route by which an interest rate
decision comes to influence the
domestic rate of inflation. The
domestic rate of inflation is the
product of two forces:
inflationary (or disinflationary)
pressures generated within the
UK allied to upward (or
downward) pressure on
what is a desirable level for, for
so we can only hope to hit one
domestic prices brought about
example, the FTSE 100, house
target - the inflation rate.
by a rise (or fall) in import
prices, or the foreign exchange
prices, which are
value of the pound.
themselves
We have no targets
determined by
for these particular
W E D O C O N S I D E R W H AT E F F E C T
economic
overseas costs and
O U R I N T E R E S T R AT E D E C I S I O N I S
indicators. That is
prices and the
not to say that we
sterling exchange
L I K E LY T O H A V E O N B U S I N E S S
are not interested in
rate.
CONFIDENCE AND ON THE ABILITY
them. Contrary to
This simple flow
what you may
OF UK MANUFACTURERS TO
chart
tends to
sometimes read in
understate the
the press, we do
EXPORT THEIR PRODUCTS
complexity of the
indeed consider, for
task facing the
example, what
MPC. Recognising
effect our interest rate decision
Nor is it our task to meet the
the
main
components
of the
is likely to have on business
requirements and expectations
transmission system is one
confidence and on the ability of of particular interest groups.
thing. Building an economic
UK manufacturers to export
There is no specific
model which assigns to each
their products to 'Euroland'
requirement upon us, for
component a precise and
and the USA. It is not part of
example, to further the
our task, however, to deliver a
enduring 'statement' of its role
interests of institutional buyers
particular sterling rate of
and significance in the overall
of stocks and shares, or house
exchange. We only have one
buyers, or estate agents, or
process is quite another.
instrument - the interest rate borrowers, or savers, or
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DISCUSSION AND
DEBATE
We are all familiar with the
popular notion that economists
find it hard always to agree with
each other. Economics is an
inexact science, and economies
are bewilderingly complex
entities, so it is scarcely
surprising that economic issues
provide room for debate and
even dissension.
When the MPC meets, its

E C O N O M I C S
U P D A T E

decisions, and do we need to
revise any of our underlying
thinking? Thirdly, what is likely
to be the impact of a decision to
change the rate, and how much
of a change is required in order
to put the economy on course
for hitting and continuing to hit
the 2.5% inflation target in the
months and years ahead?
Differences in view between
members often arise from
different interpretations of the

sustained? If so, how long
before higher incomes are
reflected in the housing market?
If rising asset prices (house
values and stock market prices)
and falling unemployment have
so raised consumer confidence
that consumers actually dissaved
last quarter, how likely is it that
they will continue to behave in
that manner, and for how long?
Another source of difference
of view on what action to take

Figure 3: The Transmission Mechanism (2)

members do indeed debate, and
our minutes reflect that debate.
The debate has three main
elements. First, what
interpretation should be placed
on the data available to us, and
where is the inflation rate likely
to be heading if we maintain
interest rates at their present
level? Second, how well do we
appear to have done with past

data available to us. For
example, how much importance
should be attached to the latest
set of retail figures? Is a recent
dip in retail sales a temporary
blip or the start of a new trend?
Or, again, how significant is a
slight upturn in wage
settlements? Does the state of
the labour market suggest that
the upturn is likely to be

on interest rates lies in differing
perceptions of how the economy
operates. Whilst there may well
normally be general agreement
on the direction in which a
particular measure is likely to
take the economy, there is room
for debate on two aspects of the
effect of a particular measure.
Thus, for example, we all 15
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demand side of the economy
members as either 'hawks' or
accept that an interest rate rise
and a further 6 to 12 months
'doves' is unhelpful to the
will tend to dampen consumer
to affect the rate of inflation. A
extent that it tends to overstate
demand in the housing market.
great deal can happen in those
the differences in viewpoint
However, before we raise the
12-24 months. For example, it
among members of the
interest rate in response to a
is not possible for us to predict
committee. In general, there
significant surge in house
with any certainty the foreign
tends to be a considerable
prices, we must ask ourselves:
exchange value of sterling 12
consensus on the significance
What other forces, if any,
months hence, nor how that is
of the data and what
already at work in the economy
likely to affect export
(including our more recent past interpretation to place on it.
performance: there are too
The differences over what
interest rate decisions) are
many other variables at work.
action to take stem rather more
likely to dampen the housing
market without further
A time frame of a
intervention from us? If
year or two ahead also
we do raise interest
requires that we make
GIVEN THE COMPLEXITY OF
rates, how long will it
allowances for
be before our action
exogenous shocks. That
T H E D ATA , I T I S S C A R C E LY
has any noticeable
is far easier said that
effect on house price
done. If a week is a long
S U R P R I S I N G T H AT W E D O
inflation, and how big
time in politics, a year is
will that effect be?
N O T A LWAY S A G R E E W I T H
a very long time in
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economics. For
Analysis of the
EACH OTHER ON THE BEST
example, who reading
impact of similar
this today would like to
interest rate measures
C O U R S E O F A C T I O N T O TA K E
predict what the price
in the past may have
of oil will be a year
some value, but the
from now? Much to
present context is likely
from differences in view on the
some commentators' surprise,
to be unique with its own
extent to which past interest
the OPEC agreement has so
peculiar combination of forces
rate decisions and other forces
far 'stuck'. How likely is it that
at work. Past experience is
have already worked their way
it will continue to 'stick'? And
useful, but no guarantee of
through the system and what is
where will the USA economy
present success.
likely to happen to the
be heading a year from now?
Given the complexity of the
economy, and to the rate of
As MPC members, we operate
data, it is scarcely surprising
in a world not of certainties but
inflation, over the next 12
that we do not always agree
of best guesses: informed,
months or so if the MPC
with each other on the best
intelligent guesses but best
decision is in favour of 'No
course of action to take. The
guesses nevertheless.
change'.
minutes of MPC meetings
Even access to high-quality
allow the media to build up
LOOKING AHEAD
data still leaves every member
what might be termed each
struggling to suggest with
We all know that monetary
member's 'voting record'; how
confidence where the UK
policy operates with a lag.
we have voted on each
economy will be two years
Experience suggests that an
occasion. The media's
from now on present trends.
interest rate change takes 6 to
disposition, on the basis of this
12 months to affect the
record, to refer to MPC
Uncertainty about precisely
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Figure 4: Current GDP projection based on constant nominal interest
rates (1)
The fan charts in Figures 4
and 5 depict the probability
distribution for output growth
and for inflation. They are
rather like a contour map. At
any given point during the
forecast period, the depth of
shading represents the
height of the probability
density function over a range
of outcomes for output and
inflation. Each successive
pair of bands is drawn to
cover a further 10% of the
probability, until 90% of the
probability is covered. The
bands widen as the time
horizon is extended,
indicating increasing
uncertainty about outcomes.

Figure 5: Current RPIX inflation projection based on constant nominal
interest rates (1)

where the economy will be two
years hence is illustrated in
Figure 4 GP Projection and
Figure 5 Inflation Projection.
The latest GDP projection
shows a central case of growth
around 2.5% but the variance
shows annual growth of
between 1% and 3.5%. This
may seem a comparatively
narrow range, until one
considers that the highest
estimate is more than three
times the lowest. Inflation is
projected to return to our target
in the second year but its range
is between 1.8% and 3.7%; both
the upper and the lower limit lie
some distance from the MPC's
2.5% target.
These projections, derived
from the Bank of England's
model of how the economy
works, are influenced by
17
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changes in interest rates that
have already been made. They
reflect what might happen if no
further action is taken. The
range of the projections is such
as to allow for a wide range of
response to the question 'What
action to take now and in the
year ahead?'.

A CHECKLIST FOR
ACTION

18

government's 2.5% target. Nor
is there any great reason to
believe that the UK economy
will slow down to an extent
that leaves inflation well below
the government target. There is
a feeling that any downturn in
the USA economy will be
offset by recovery in Europe
and the Far East. Indeed, a
world economy that was less
dependent for its
own health on
the health of the
USA economy
AS OF APRIL 2000, THE UK
would be seen by
many, including
E C O N O M Y WA S P R E T T Y M U C H O N
me, as 'a good
TRACK FOR STEADY GROWTH
thing'.
are both inflationary and
disinflationary forces at work.
Forces that lead to inflationary
pressures at the moment
include a tight labour market,
rising wealth (linked to asset
prices), rising government
spending and world economic
recovery, with a consequent
firming of commodity prices.
Disinflationary forces include

As indicated, the
projections are
derived from
economic models.
Models have their
uses, and are good
servants, but I for my
W I T H L O W I N F L AT I O N
part am sceptical
about the extent to
which our decisionintensified global competition
making should rely heavily on
and, currently, reduced costs
them.
associated with the growth of
Every meeting involves us in
the Internet, as well as falling
making a checklist in answer to
import prices that result from
the questions 'Where is the
an appreciating £. Having
economy now?' and 'Where is
identified and weighed all the
the economy heading?' Key
forces at work, we have to
economic indicators in the
decide where the balance of
checklist include: the present
forces appears to lie.
rate of economic growth, and
whether the economy seems to
be accelerating or decelerating;
CONCLUSION
the rate of unemployment and
As of April 2000, the UK
the direction in which it
economy was pretty much on
appears to be moving; trends
track for steady growth with
in domestic demand; trends in
low inflation. Our task is to
external demand; the foreign
keep it that way. Present
exchange value of sterling
indications suggest that there is
against key trading currencies;
no great danger of the
the present rate of inflation in
economy overheating in the
relation to the target rate.
next 12 months to a level that
will take inflation beyond the
At any point of time there

We will
continue to
monitor key
indicators such as
asset prices, business
confidence, consumer
confidence, and the sterling
exchange rate. We will continue
to debate, and dissent, and
conduct our business
transparently. If the UK rate of
inflation were to fall below
1.5% or rise above 3.5%, it
would be our duty to write to
the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, try to explain what
has gone wrong, and outline
what we propose to do about
it. This unattractive prospect
tends to concentrate minds
wonderfully, and we current
members have no intention of
putting ourselves in that
position if we can possibly
avoid doing so.

Dr DeAnne Julius
Member of the Monetary
Policy Committee

Monetary Policy Committee Decisions
Date

Decision taken

2000
7 June
4 May
6 April
9 March
10 February
13 January

Maintained at 6.0%
Maintained at 6.0%
Maintained at 6.0%
Maintained at 6.0%
Raised by 0.25% to 6.0%
Raised by 0.25% to 5.75%

1999
9 December
4 November
7 October
8 September
5 August
8 July
10 June
6 May
8 April
3 March
4 February
7 January

Maintained at 5.5%
Raised by 0.25% to 5.5%
Maintained at 5.25%
Raised by 0.25% to 5.25%
Maintained at 5%
Maintained at 5%
Reduced by 0.25% to 5%
Maintained at 5.25%
Reduced by 0.25% to 5.25%
Maintained at 5.5%
Reduced by 0.5% to 5.5%
Reduced by 0.25% to 6%

1998
10 December
5 November
8 October
10 September
6 August
9 July
4 June
7 May
9 April
5 March
5 February
8 January

Reduced by 0.5% to 6.25%
Reduced by 0.5% to 6.75%
Reduced by 0.25% to 7.25%
Maintained at 7.5%
Maintained at 7.5%
Maintained at 7.5%
Raised by 0.25% to 7.5%
Maintained at 7.25%
Maintained at 7.25%
Maintained at 7.25%
Maintained at 7.25%
Maintained at 7.25%

Answer from the data
1. What was the rate of interest in May 1997?
2. What is the lowest rate of interest recorded
in the period from June 1997 to June 2000?
3. For roughly how long (in months) was that
lowest rate maintained?
4. What is the highest rate recorded between
June1997 and June 2000?
5. For roughly how long (in months) was that
highest rate maintained?
6. The rates given here are nominal rates of
interest. What other information would you
need in order to calculate the real rate of
interest each month?
7. What was the longest period (in months) for
which a given rate was maintained?
8. How many times has the rate been altered
by one quarter of 1%?
9. How many times has the rate been altered
by one half of 1%?

1997
4 December
6 November
9 October
11 September
7 August
10 July
6 June

Banks advertise their interest rate change

Maintained at 7.25%
Raised by 0.25% to 7.25%
Maintained at 7%
Maintained at 7%
Raised by 0.25% to 7%
Raised by 0.25% to 6.75%
Raised by 0.25% to 6.5%

10. How many times has the rate been left
unchanged?
11. Does the MPC seem reckless?
12. If you owe £120,000, how much does a rise
of one quarter of 1% add to your gross
interest payment each month?
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The MPC lives in an
Ivory Tower but does use its
escape hatches
Is the strong pound a
big enough problem for
the economy that the
Bank of England ought
to have reacted to it?
Many industrialists
struggling to export to the
rest of Europe would have
no hesitation in saying
that interest rates should
have been much lower to
help limit the rise in
sterling, at least since it
became clear that this was
more than a temporary
phase.
It is also one of the
arguments made in a new
publication on the role of
asset prices in monetary
policy *. This publication
is of more than passing
interest as one of the coauthors is Sushil Wadhani
of the Monetary Policy
Committee.
In setting interest rates,
most central banks do not
take explicit account of
the prices of most assets,
like share prices, exchange
rates or housing and land
prices. Indeed, an
increasing number are
setting interest rate policy
with reference to a target
for some measure of

consumer price inflation,
and nothing else.

important as keeping the
rate low.

They might take
account of asset price
measures informally in
making judgements, or in
forecasting inflation, but
for more and more banks
the explicit rule for setting
interest rates is cast in
terms of a pure inflation
target.

The fact that central
banks have more than one
target - not just low
inflation, but steady
inflation, and steady
growth too - is an
important reason why
setting interest rates is a
matter of judgement as
well as technical expertise.
This is where asset prices
come in. For one thing,
they can certainly be
useful as a means of
improving an inflation
forecast. Often, they are
the earliest available
economic indicators, and
they are forward-looking.
But perhaps more
important, they can in
principle be used as a
device to reduce volatility
in inflation and output.

There are get-out
clauses, however. The
Federal Reserve is charged
with maintaining a high
level of employment, and
the Bank of England can
let inflation diverge more
than one percentage point
from the 2.5% target as
long as it has a good
reason to give in the
explanatory letter that the
Governor must send to
the Chancellor.
The existence of 'escape
hatches' indicates that
inflation is not, in fact, the
only thing that matters; so
do output and employment, and not just their
levels but also their
volatility.
On the inflation front
too, stability is as

Diane
Coyle*

This is, at any rate, the
argument put forward in
the report by Mr
Wadhwani and his
colleagues. They show that
by actually incorporating
targets for asset price
growth as well as
consumer price increases,
central banks can, in
theory, attain the same
Escape
Hatch
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THE CLASSROOM

level of inflation and more
stability too. In other words, a
simple inflation target is not ideal
when stability matters.

caused the exchange rate
appreciation, and be sure that it is
not mainly a reflection of the
business cycle.

The theoretical result,
confirmed by simulations using
computer models, chimes with a
common criticism of the MPC's
policies. This boils down to what
could be called the 'Ivory Tower'
critique - essentially that the
remote academics setting interest
rates ought to take more account
of the impact of their decisions
on growth and jobs as well as on
inflation.

There must be a good
pragmatic argument for making
some allowance for a
fundamentally overvalued pound,
but that is not the same as a good
argument for using a combined
interest rate/exchange rate policy
at all times, regardless of the
reasons for the currency's
strength.

The gut instinct of the critics is
that rates would have been lower
if the MPC had to moderate
fluctuations in growth as well as
hit an inflation target.
Certainly, the strong exchange
rate has been a powerful
argument for keeping interest
rates lower than they might
otherwise have been. The report
argues that when an overvalued
exchange rate is due to a portfolio
shift - and does not simply reflect
stronger demand growth in the
country affected - the level of
loan costs should be set
according to an indicator of
monetary conditions that in effect
takes a weighted average of
interest rates and the exchange
rate.
If the MPC were using a
monetary index, a stronger pound
would point to lower interest
rates. The catch is in the caveat.
To set an ideal policy, the central
bank has to know what has

A separate section of the report
looks at share prices, and argues
that central banks also set a better
policy when they raise interest
rates to pre-empt stock market
bubbles.
Taking account of the future
effects of share price movements
also contributes to greater
macroeconomic stability. Of
course, central banks have to be
able to estimate when there is a
bubble, but then they have to
estimate all sorts of things
anyway. This is a problem in
practice rather than in principle.
However, it is not obvious what
the ideal interest rate ought to be
when asset prices send different
signals, as they have in the USA
and UK in recent years. Stock
market bubbles (perhaps) have
gone hand-in-hand with exchange
rate overvaluations, and indeed it
seems likely that there is a causal
link.
The currencies have almost
certainly risen in good part
because investors wanted to buy
equities and other assets in

dollars and sterling.
The separate asset prices alone
could not have guided policy
decisions, and interest rates
would probably not have been
very different with an asset priceaugmented inflation target.
Making judgements about the
particular context has been
unavoidable in recent years.
If anything, the members of the
MPC and of the Federal Reserve
Open Market Committee have
been much easier-going on the
level of rates than they would
have been if they had been using
an economic model to do their
job for them. The academic rules
have pointed to a need for
interest rates to be both higher
and more volatile than has
actually been the case. Central
bankers are far more cautious in
practice than they ought to be in
theory.
And their judgements seem to
have paid off. Both the USA and
the UK have enjoyed many years
of stable growth and low and
steady inflation. The balance of
growth could definitely improve,
but as macroeconomic
performances go, it could have
been a lot worse.
• Asset Prices and Central Bank Policy
ed. Cecchetti, Genberg, Lipsky and
Wadhwani, CEPR and ICMB: see
HYPERLINK http://www.cepr.org/
http://www.cepr.org/ for details.

* The text used on these pages appeared
on Page 18 of The Independent on
23 May 2000, and is reproduced with the
kind permission of that newspaper.
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The MPC lives in an Ivory Tower but
does use its escape hatches
1. Diane Coyle poses the question; "Is the
strong pound a big enough problem for the
economy that the Bank of England ought to
have reacted to it?"
(a) For whom within the UK economy might a
strong pound be 'a big problem'?
(b) Demonstrate how a rise in the foreign
exchange value of the £ might make what was
already a problem an even bigger problem.
(c) If the MPC were to try to ease this
particular problem, what might it do with
interest rates?
(d) Explain why this action with interest rates
might ease the problem.
2. (a) When a government gives a central bank a
single target to aim at, what does that target
currently tend to be?
(b) Identify two other targets that a
government might set for a central bank
instead of the target that you have identified
in 2 (a) above.
3. (a) What target, other than an inflation target,
is given to the Federal Reserve?
(b) According to one area of economic theory,
what might make it difficult for the Federal
Reserve to hit both targets simultaneously?
(c) If the MPC were to allow the UK rate of
inflation rate to fall below 1.5%, what might be
the implications of this for the number of
people unemployed in the UK? Explain your
answer.
4. (a) What is meant by describing an economic
indicator as 'volatile'?
(b) What problems does a volatile indicator
pose for anyone trying to use it to determine
economic policy?

8. The author gives credit to the members of
MPC for their having exercised judgement
when setting the interest rate, rather than
having slavishly followed a set of rules.
(a) From what, according to the author, might
a set of rules have been devised?
(b) What, according to the author, has been
the main outcome of the MPC members using
their judgement, based on experience and
instinct, rather than slavishly following a set of
rules?
9. "Stock market bubbles (perhaps) have gone
hand-in-hand with exchange rate
overvaluations."
(a) If a high exchange rate for a currency is
making life difficult for that country's exporters,
what would you expect to be happening to at
least some domestic share prices, and why?
(b) How do rising prices for stocks and shares
tend to affect consumers' propensity to
consume? Why can't this state of affairs
last for ever?
(c) What is the main argument for the MPC
seeing to take pre-emptive action in
anticipation of the possible bursting of a
bubble in share prices?
10."Central bankers are far more cautious in
practice than they ought to be in theory."
"The academic rules have pointed to a need
for interest rates to be both higher and more
volatile than has actually been the case."

5. (a) When the MPC and other bodies are
searching for economic data on which to base
their interest rate decisions, what are two
advantages that data on the prices of assets
(such as houses, stocks and shares, land)
have over some other economic data?

Given that the MPC is composed of a mix of
professional bankers and professional
academic economists, what might these two
quotes help to explain?

(b) Are these two advantages of data on asset
prices sufficient on their own to require the
MPC to take asset prices into account when
reaching its interest rate decision? Explain
your answer.

11.The article begins by posing a question: "Is
the strong pound a big enough problem for
the economy that the Bank of England ought
to have reacted to it?" What answer, if any,
does the author give to her own question?

6. "Remote academics setting interest rates
ought to take more account of the impact of
their decisions on growth and jobs."
Suppose that you were a member of the
MPC. How would you answer that criticism?
22

7. The author writes in terms of 'escape hatches'
for the MPC. What is the image meant to
convey, and how apt is it?

12 All in all, does the author seem to be in favour
of the MPC being given more than one target
to hit?
13.What is her overall verdict on how well the
MPC has done its job to date?

For suggested answers, see the EBEA’s website. www.ebea.org.uk

In search of a
strategy

Kevan Scholes
&
Jenny Wales

Professor Kevan Scholes,
co-author of Europe's bestselling strategy text
‘Exploring Corporate
Strategy’, gave the final
presentation of the
conference. He provided an
overview of corporate
strategy which both scanned
the field and introduced the
audience to some recent
developments. Jenny Wales
has used his material to
write this article.
Businesses have to fight hard
to maintain a place in the
market. The development of a
strategy has an important role to
play in achieving success. Some
businesses do this by instinct,
but others need to work it out
more systematically. Often,
businesses tend to consider only
the most obvious strategies, and
these may not be the ones that
provide market advantage.
Figure 1 summarises the
elements in the process of
developing an effective strategy.
The three key, inter-related
elements are strategic analysis,
strategic choice and strategic
implementation. This article
explores each one in turn.

1. Strategic analysis
By carrying out strategic
analysis, an organisation aims to
build a picture of
●

the environment in which the
organisation functions

●

the resources and
competences of the
organisation

Figure 1

●

A summary of the elements of strategic management

technological influences on
the business

the expectations and
influence of stakeholders

SURVEYING THE
ENVIRONMENT

●

Michael Porter's diamond
helps businesses that are
competing internationally, as
it offers an explanation of
why some countries are more
competitive than others. The
key elements are factor
conditions, home demand
conditions, related and
supporting industries and
firms' strategy, structure and
rivalry.

●

Michael Porter's five forces
analysis assists in
understanding the
competitive environment in
terms of barriers to entry, the
power of buyers and
suppliers, the threat of
substitutes and other reasons
for the intensity of
23
competition.

The environment can be
extremely complex and
uncertain, so it essential to distil
the information available in
order to identify the key factors
that will affect strategic
decisions.
In Figure 2, the stages in the
process are identified.
Analysing the environment is a
process that can make use of a
range of tools.
● PEST analysis builds a
picture of the broader
influences in the
environment. These are
categorised into political,
economic, socio-cultural and
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Steps in environmental analysis

Assess the nature of
the environment

Audit environmental
influences

Identify key
competitive forces

Identify
competitive position

Identify key
opportunities
and threats

Strategic
position

IDENTIFYING CORE
COMPETENCES
Many businesses find it hard
to identify their core
competences. They might
associate competence with
people's skills or produce a long
list, which invariably means
they've got it wrong. Although a
considerable number and range
of competences are necessary to
stay in business, it is only a few
which give competitive
advantage.
So a core competence must be
an activity which is (a) done
better than the competitors and
(b) is difficult to imitate. The
latter is the more difficult for a
business to achieve.
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For example, once upon a
time Sock Shop produced socks
of previously unimagined,
outlandish design whilst Marks
and Spencers socks were black,
brown or fawn. Sock Shop had a

short term advantage but it
quickly disappeared. Last
Christmas, did you buy socks
adorned with Homer Simpson
or Lara Croft? If so, where?
Marks and Spencers, probably.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: THE
ABILITY TO PROVIDE BETTER
VALUE-FOR-MONEY PRODUCTS OR
SERVICES TO A DEFINED GROUP
OF CUSTOMERS - HENCE
SECURING MORE OF THEIR
BUSINESS THAN YOUR
COMPETITORS.

Sometimes core competences
have developed over time and
the business may not even
recognise that they exist. This is
often true of competences that
stem from the organisation of
the business. Such competences
are difficult to imitate because
they are embedded in the

organisation and cannot be
created instantaneously, as they
often depend on 'softer' issues
like trust, pride and goodwill.
CORE COMPETENCES: ACTIVITIES
THAT COMBINE RESOURCES,
PROCESSES AND SKILLS TO
PROVIDE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE.
Very often, real success comes
from the inter-relationship of
several competences that
generate a unique formula. For
example, Hewlett Packard
encourages teamwork even
across divisional boundaries.
This has resulted in the
development of mutually
compatible products, so people
buy the whole package from the
one company. As a result,
Hewlett Packard has doubled its
market value with no radically
new products.
Figure 3 shows how the
nature of the resources and
competences available to a
business may or may not serve
to give it a competitive
advantage over its rivals.

WHAT DO
STAKEHOLDERS WANT?
The interests and power of
stakeholder groups play a
significant part in the selection
of a strategy. The power/interest
matrix in Figure 4 demonstrates
a way of evaluating the effect of
stakeholders and of drawing
conclusions about the way they
should be treated.
Stakeholders with little
interest and little power are not
significant players and need not
have much attention given to
them. Stakeholders with high
interest and much power,
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Resources, competences and competitive advantage

2. Strategic choice
A SYSTEM FOR CHOICE
The process of strategic choice
builds on the information gained
from strategic analysis. A
business may have a variety of
strategic options which it could
follow, so in order to ensure a
suitable outcome it is important
to consider the whole range of
possibilities. This is the point at
which organisations are prone to
look at only the obvious choices.
They therefore need a system or
checklist which allows divergent
alternatives to be discussed.

Source: Gerry Johnson and Kevan Scholes, Exploring Corporate Strategy, Prentice Hall
Europe 1999

STAKEHOLDERS: THOSE WHO
DEPEND ON AN ORGANISATION FOR
THE REALISATION OF SOME OF THEIR
GOALS AND ON WHOM IN TURN THE
ORGANISATION DEPENDS FOR THE
FULL REALISATION OF ITS GOALS.

in which stakeholder issues are
dealt with may also reflect the
ethical stance of the
organisation, particularly for
businesses operating
internationally.

Figure 5 shows the
combinations of routes for
strategic development.
●

The bases of choice reflect
the broad issues such as
corporate purpose and
market positioning.

●

The alternative directions
build on the analysis of the
market and the opportunities

Figure 4: The Power/Interest Matrix
however, need to be considered
much more carefully.
The output of stakeholder
mapping can be used to identify
'political' issues that may arise in
the choice and implementation
of a strategy, such as the need to
reposition stakeholders, for
example.
If a strategy involves relocating
a business, the employees are
probably key players. If the
strategy is to succeed, it will be
essential to consider ways in
which they can become more
willing participants.
Early consideration of such
issues is more likely to lead to
the development of a coherent
and effective strategy. The way
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Development strategies
of strategic change.
Once a range of strategies has
been proposed, a process of
evaluation and selection should
identify the most appropriate
options. There are several
criteria involved in this process:
Suitability is concerned with
whether the option addresses
the issues in the strategic
analysis.
Acceptability can be assessed
by asking how stakeholders
would react to the outcomes.

Figure 6

Directions for strategic change

Feasibility can be assessed by
considering the availability of
finance, resources, systems and
skills that would be needed to
take the strategy forward.
The selection process will
combine these evaluation
criteria with managers'
judgement. There is unlikely to
be a clearcut answer, as any
decision has trade-offs.

3. Strategy
implementation
Implementing the strategy is
concerned with putting ideas
into practice. The main areas
that have to be considered are:

Alternative methods
concern how the strategy
should be pursued.

the competences of the
business. In order to deal with
any change of direction, the
business will need to develop
its competences to cope with a
changing situation.

Figure 6 shows the range of
alternative directions for
strategic development listed in
the middle column of Figure
5. It shows the relationship
between Ansoff's matrix and

This development may need
to take place in either the
product and its production or
in the relationship with new
areas of the market. Innovation
is therefore a critical ingredient

that are available to the
organisation.
●
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●

the structure and design of
the organisation

●

resource planning

●

managing change

Many strategies that look
good on paper fail because of
lack of attention to, and
competence in, these aspects of
implementation.
●

The structure and design of
the organisation

●

People are the life blood of
any organisation. They must
therefore be organised in a
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Figure 7
way that facilitates strategic
change. The structure must
also take into account the
nature of the organisation
and the environment in
which it works. A business of
great complexity, facing rapid
innovation in an international
market will need a structure
that is different from that of
a local business in a stable
market.
In the process of introducing
strategic change, it is important
to be aware of the strengths and
weaknesses of alternative
models. However, it is worth
bearing in mind that most
organisations do not match the
formal stereotypes but are a
blend of more than one.
STRATEGIC ARCHITECTURE: THE
COMBINATION OF RESOURCES,
PROCESSES AND COMPETENCES TO
PUT STRATEGY INTO EFFECT.
It is important that the
organisational structure is clear
and that everyone knows where
strategic and operational
decisions are made. Coordination mechanisms must be
also be clear. All these factors
contribute to the strategic
architecture of the organisation.
The objective must always be to
create and sustain the
competences that are needed to
succeed.
It must always be remembered
that an inappropriate structure
can thwart strategic change but
that changing a structure is not
in itself a guarantee of success.

B U S I N E S S
U P D A T E

Fit of stretch?

Source: Adapted from Gerry Johnson and Kevan Scholes, Exploring Corporate
Strategy, Prentice Hall Europe 1999

A business that builds
strategies around 'fit' tries to
adapt its resources to meet the
needs of the market.
One that goes for 'stretch' is
more likely to break the mould
because it looks for new
opportunities to exploit its core
competences and also adapts
resources to create market need.
Breaking the mould may
happen in a culture in which
people feel free to experiment or
where competences that lead to
competitive advantage have
been identified.
Figure 7 paints a picture of
the different features of
organisations that have a 'fit' or
a 'stretch' approach.
Whatever the type of strategy
selected, the organisation must
plan to use resources efficiently
and to work with or adjust the
culture.

3. Managing change
RESOURCE PLANNING
There are two possible
approaches to resource
planning: 'fit' and 'stretch'.

An understanding of the
cultural web in an organisation
can be difficult because all that
is visible is the tip of the

iceberg. The factors which
contribute to the 'paradigm', as
shown in Figure 8 may be
apparent only after careful
examination or long experience
of the organisation. These
factors can be most difficult to
change because of their deeprooted nature. On the other
hand, they may be a powerful
core competence and thereby
generate competitive advantage
that is very hard to replicate.

CULTURAL WEB: A REPRESENTATION
OF THE TAKEN-FOR-GRANTED
ASSUMPTIONS, OR PARADIGM, OF
AN ORGANISATION AND THE
PHYSICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF THE
ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE.

An understanding of the
cultural web and the ways in
which it can be used to
implement change needs to be
allied to decisions about how
the organisational structure
must change in order to deal
with these new developments.
Responsibility must be clearly
identified if the new system is to
work.
27
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The cultural web
Figure 9 shows how change
can take different routes.
Incremental and
transformational change will
need varied responses
according to circumstances in
which they occur. The former
cannot be handled within the
existing paradigm and
organisational routine, and
therefore put more pressure on
an organisation to adapt.

Source: Gerry Johnson and Kevan Scholes, Exploring Corporate Strategy, Prentice
Hall Europe 1999

Figure 9

Types of strategic change

In dealing with change, a
business must identify those
factors that will assist the
process and those which will
impede it. In the case of
transformational change, it will
be necessary to 'unfreeze' the
paradigm and help people to
work in different ways.
Figure 10 shows some of the
alternatives styles of dealing
with change.

Source: Gerry Johnson and Kevan Scholes, Exploring Corporate Strategy, Prentice
Hall Europe 1999
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The process of change will
vary according to the nature of
the organisation and its
cultural web. A business and a
club have very different needs
in the process. This was clearly
demonstrated when
Manchester United plc
developed many business

interests beyond playing
football matches. The club
supporters took a very different
point of view from that of the
directors with regard to the
worthwhileness and desirability
of some of the directors'
initiatives.

There is no one right answer
to the problem of dealing with
strategic change in an
organisation. The context is
always important so the type of
organisation will affect the
choices. A multinational, a
purely local firm, a hospital, a
school and the corner shop will
each need to devise their own
mechanisms to deal with
change because their cultures,
structures and environments
will not be comparable.
Organisations must also
consider whether they are in
essence 'businesses' or 'clubs'.
In misjudging the car-maker
Morgan, John Harvey-Jones
made his greatest mistake. He
gave his advice and opinion on
the assumption that Morgan
operated as a 'business' when
in reality its way of doing
things bore many hallmarks of
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Figure 10 Styles of managing strategic change

Source: Gerry Johnson and Kevan Scholes, Exploring Corporate Strategy, Prentice Hall Europe 1999

a 'club'. Customers were
prepared to wait four years to
reach the top of the waiting list
for a car and so become a
member of this exclusive club of
Morgan owners. The culture of
a club is not the same as a
business, as Manchester United
discovered, so different

strategies must be devised to
facilitate change.
Not all businesses can identify
the factors that will lead to
future success. Having worked
for years with a particular
objective in mind, it can be very
hard for people to discard their

preconceptions about the way
the business works. Analysing
the context in which it works,
recognising its strengths and
weaknesses and proposing
strategies to deal with threats
and make the most of
opportunities may be tasks for
an outsider.
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ICT centre

Samantha
Memory

The ICT Centre at the EBEA conference
was generously supported by
Viglen provided 12 multimedia
PCs with Internet connection
and a wide variety of up to
date software which could be
used for demonstration
purposes. In addition, many
companies were approached
and asked to provide software
which could be demonstrated
and used throughout the
conference (see below).
The ICT centre was utilised
fully throughout the conference.
The facilities provided by Viglen
were excellent. Numerous
delegates who used them

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16
17.
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18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

complimented Viglen and the
EBEA on what was on offer. The
Viglen remit was to provide an
ICT centre for our use. They did
much more than that. They offered
technical and marketing support
for delegates and speakers
throughout the conference. The
provision, setting up and use of
technology never runs entirely
smoothly and on many occasions
the Viglen engineers stepped into
the breach, providing laptops for
publishers and presenters alike.
Their commitment to our
wellbeing was immense.

SOFTWARE
SECOS Data Skills
SECOS for Windows
Nuffield BP
Times 100
Go Chancellor
Comms (Key Skills and Communication)
Teddytronic
Triniba
It's the Business
Study Guide
Accounting and Finance
Making the Grade
Tutor Software
Tax and Please
Ecostat
Sloman Education
Creative Learning Software Ltd
Marketing
Objectives and Strategies
Finance
Operations Management
The Marketing Mix
Finance and Accounting
Business Accounting
Europe in the Round
A-Z Business Studies

COMPANY
Statistics for Education
Statistics for Education
BP
Times
Staffordshire University
Stanley Thorne
Topolgika
Multimedia Textbooks
Multimedia Textbooks
Multimedia Textbooks
Multimedia Textbooks
Multimedia Textbooks
Topolgika
Topolgika

Most generously of all, when a
speaker withdrew from the
conference at the last minute, the
Viglen Schools business manager
'plugged the gap' and gave a very
informative presentation of a
vision of how ICT will be used in
the classroom within the next 5
years.
We learned a lot from this Viglen
presentation. It is interesting to
realise that the technology is
already available for students to
have wireless computers that can
be used in any classroom and
which through an infra red beam
will be connected to the college
network. In principle you can have
every student in every classroom
using the network at the same
time. With the coming of
Curriculum 2000, when every
subject area is required to
integrate ICT effectively into its
teaching and learning styles, this
system could solve the age old
problem of 'Access'! However, the
system is expensive currently and
there are several key issues relating
to it to be resolved. For example,
given that many students regularly
lose their sole writing implement,
dare we trust them to look after
these valuable laptops?
All this new technology may be
just a pipedream for cash-strapped
colleges and schools right now, but
it could very soon be reality.

YITM
YITM
Stanley Thorne
Vocational Technologies
Hodder and Stoughton

Thank you, Viglen, for all of
your support, and thank you to all
of the companies who allowed us
to use their software.

Samantha Memory,
ICT Co-ordinator for EBEA,
Conference 2000

IT Online

Steven
Fairbrass

Just Business
INTRODUCTION
Stephen Fairbrass is
Project Co-ordinator for
'Just Business', an
educational project that
seeks to encourage and
facilitate the inclusion of
global and ethical issues in
the study of Economics and
Business Studies. Stephen
has previously been Head of
Department (and an 'A'
level examiner) of
Economics and Business
Studies at schools in Norfolk
and Suffolk and has also
worked in FE. and Sixth
Form colleges. 'Just
Business' is about to launch
a website that will provide
teachers and students with
an accessible range of
materials and ideas to
develop the global and
ethical dimension.

provider of on-line educational
services for schools. The
website is intended to support
and encourage an increased
focus on the global and ethical
dimensions of Economics and
Business Studies.

students, or teachers, the
answers to the questions.
Players enter the answers into
the boxes together with the
name of the person supplying
them. Each answer must be
supplied by a different person,
so the exercise requires players
to interact and discuss the
issues with others.

IT online
SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGE AN

It is intended to launch the
website in a skeletal form
initially and build up the
content gradually. There will be
opportunities for interested
teachers and students to
contribute to the site's long
term development. Visitors to
the site will be encouraged to
share ideas about global and
ethical issues, perhaps by
writing small items or longer
articles, or by providing
examples of successful
teaching/learning strategies that
they wish to share with
colleagues. Ideas for online
interactive materials will be
particularly welcome; 'Just
Business' has resources to turn
good ideas into reality.

INCREASED FOCUS ON THE GLOBAL

How will my students be
able to use the site?

THE WEBSITE IS INTENDED TO

AND ETHICAL DIMENSIONS OF
ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS STUDIES
NEW WEBSITE FOR
ECONOMICS AND
BUSINESS STUDIES
A new website for teachers
and students of Economics and
Business Studies will shortly be
launched at www.jusbiz.org.
The site is operated by the 'Just
Business' project, and hosted on
the server of Anglia Campus, a

The first interactive exercise
to feature on the site will be a
game for pupils/students, to be
played on line, called
'Globingo'. The game can be
played either as a competition
between classmates, or as a
competition between schools.
Essentially it consists of a
matrix/grid (like a bingo card)
with 9 'boxes', each containing
a question about a topical
global issue.
The objective of the game is
for players to ask fellow

Some of the answers to the
questions may be found
elsewhere on the website. For
other answers, students will
need to do some research,
either by accessing other
websites (to which 'jusbiz' will
have hotlinks), or by reading
newspapers.

When a player has filled the
grid with answers and names
she/he calls 'bingo' by
submitting the playing card to
'Just Business' via a time
stamped e-mail. The 'winner's'
name and school will be
credited on the website.
The Globingo questions will
be updated on a regular basis to
keep the game fresh and
topical.
WHY SHOULD TEACHERS
AND STUDENTS OF
ECONOMICS AND
BUSINESS STUDIES BE
INTERESTED IN GLOBAL
ISSUES?
We live in an increasingly
global society. Globalisation,
the emergence of a complex
web of interconnectedness
between the communities,
31
nation states and
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businesses of the world, is
changing the life of every
person on the planet.
Globalisation has increased our
mutual interdependence,
meaning that decisions taken
(including decisions about
production and consumption)
and events occurring in any
part of the world have
ramifications for people living
in other parts.

G L O B A L I S AT I O N H A S T H E P O T E N T I A L
T O B R I N G A B O U T G R E AT E R
C O M M U N I C AT I O N , U N D E R S TA N D I N G
A N D C O - O P E R AT I O N B E T W E E N
P E O P L E S A N D N AT I O N S
Driven by the impetus of trade,
finance and new technology,
globalisation has effects on
economic political, cultural and
environmental sustainability.
Globalisation has the potential
to bring about greater
communication, understanding
and co-operation between
peoples and nations.
Globalisation can be an engine
for positive change, creating
sustainable economic growth
and assisting the cause of
human development. However,
globalisation can also lead to
misunderstanding and conflict,
destruction of the
environment, unemployment,
increased inequality and social
exclusion.
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globalisation. The UK
economy, all UK businesses,
and all UK consumers are
increasingly affected by
decisions taken elsewhere. No
course in Economics or
Business Studies can have any
credible claim to validity or
relevance if it ignores global
realities.

GLOBALISATION AND
ICT
Information and
Communications Technology is
at the centre of the
globalisation process, and
proceeds apace. However,
nobody is really yet certain
how the world's poor and
socially excluded, wherever
they may be, will be affected by
the growth and spread of the
new technologies.
Much is often made about
the accessibility of the world
wide web to ordinary people.
It has been argued that
universal access to the internet
could be the basis for the
reconstruction and
democratisation of social and
economic relations. Indeed,
many non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) in
countries of the 'south' are
already making use of the
technology for networking and
advocacy. (The 'Just Business'
website will list URL addresses
for the websites of some of
these organisations that have
useful material for Economics
and Business Studies
students).

and to the technological
hardware. In many parts of the
world this opportunity simply
does not exist. About 80% of
the world's population still lack
access to the most basic
telecommunications
technologies and nearly 50
countries have fewer than one
telephone line per hundred
people. There is a real risk that
access or not to ICT facilities
will widen the already existing
gap between rich and poor.
But what have ethics got
to do with Economics and
Business Studies?
Citizens and consumers are
becoming increasingly aware of
ethical issues, and this
awareness is increasingly
shaping their decision making.
In turn, business and the
economy are directly affected
by these decisions. Ethical
consumerism, whether
concerned with the
environmental friendliness of
business (including issues to do
with genetic modification of
food), animal welfare, fair
trade, or a range of other
issues, is a growing
phenomenon. Price and quality
are no longer the only
determinants of consumers'
willingness to purchase.

IT online
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The globalisation process is
clearly driven by the
globalisation of the world's
markets. Since Economics and
Business Studies have at their
core the study of markets, it is
also particularly appropriate
that they should focus on

However in order to take
advantage of the information
and communications
revolution, people have to be
able to gain access to the
communications infrastructure

Malcolm Surridge, a
Principal Examiner in Business
Studies at 'A' level, recently
wrote in 'Business Review':
'By 1998, over 60% of the UK's
major businesses operated an
ethical code of practice... there
has been a significant increase in
awareness of ethical issues
amongst managers of businesses
as well as consumers'. Business
behaviour is being increasingly
shaped by the ethical
dimension.
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The ethical dimension is
inextricably intertwined with the
global dimension. Consider as a
simple example Marks and
Spencer's recent decision to end
long standing connections with
UK textiles suppliers in favour
of sourcing from the so called
'third world'. Jobs are created in
countries of 'the south', and
there is the potential for
creating growth and reducing
poverty - arguably a good thing.
UK consumers benefit from
cheaper goods (assuming cost
reductions are passed on by the
retailer, and not simply used to
increase profits). However, what
are terms and conditions of
work like for workers in the
factories of countries of 'the
south' that render their output
cheaper? Is this 'comparative
advantage' or is it exploitation?
What are the ethical (as well as
the economic) implications in
terms of UK workers made
unemployed?
DO EDUCATIONAL
AUTHORITIES AND EXAM
BOARDS CONSIDER
THESE ISSUES
IMPORTANT?
In its 1997 White Paper,
‘Eliminating World Poverty: A
Challenge for the 21st Century’,
the government's Department
for International Development
(DfID) stated that ‘every child
should be educated about
development issues, so that they
can understand the key global
considerations which will shape
their lives’.
Frances Burns, Deputy Head
of Information at DfID recently
wrote: ‘We are developing with
DfEE, QCA and the DEA a
guidance document for schools on
the opportunities and benefits of
bringing a global perspective into
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Nearly 50 countries have fewer than one telephone line per hundred people
different subjects, including
Economic and Business Studies’.
In 1998 Michael Barber,
Specialist Adviser to the DfEE
told the Secondary Heads
Association Conference
‘Whatever else the school system in
a country like ours achieves, the
bottom line surely should be that it
strives to create a generation which
is not only well educated in an
academic sense, but also has a
highly developed sense of ethics
and of global as well as national
citizenship.’
In a soon to be broadcast
television programme 'World
Class', Estelle Morris, Minister
for School Standards, DfEE
says ‘I think if we're serious about
developing global citizens, and
making young people aware of the
world in which we live, an
international approach has to
permeate everything we do in
schools.’
The Citizenship National
Curriculum proposals for study
at Key Stage 4 state: ‘pupils
study the... economic systems that

influence their lives and
communities,... learning more
about fairness, social justice... at
school, local, national and global
level... Pupils should be taught
about how the economy functions,
including the role of business and
financial services... the
opportunities for individuals and
community groups to bring about
social change locally, nationally, in
Europe and internationally... the
rights and responsibilities of
consumers, employers and
employees... the wider issues and
challenges of global
interdependence and responsibility,
including sustainable development.’
At Key Stage 3, pupils should
be taught ‘to consider social and
moral dilemmas (for example, how
the choices they make as consumers
affect other people's economies and
environments).’
Ian Marcousé has written: ‘As
the Chief Examiner of the largest
A level syllabus by far (AEB
Business Studies), I can assure you
that our papers make clear each
year our commitment to
33
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BUT HOW IS THE
WEBSITE GOING TO
HELP ME?

SO WHO ARE THESE
'JUST BUSINESS'
PEOPLE?

Teachers we have surveyed
have told us that one of the
problems of teaching about
global and ethical issues is
finding suitable material.

'Just Business' is the name of
a project financed by the
Department for International
Development (DfID) and
managed by Norfolk Education
and Action for Development
(NEAD). The aim of the
project is to bring global and
ethical issues from the
periphery to the core of the
teaching and learning of
Economics and Business
Studies in the secondary age
range, and to support and
encourage teachers who wish
to develop their knowledge and
skills in these areas.

The 'Just Business' website
will help to solve that problem.
It will include frequently
updated news items on global
and ethical issues, some free
ideas and materials for teaching
about these subjects, a
catalogue of commercially
available resources with direct
relevance to Economics and
Business Studies courses, and,
as already mentioned above,
interactive facilities for
students.

T E A C H E R S W E H AV E S U R V E Y E D H AV E
T O L D U S T H AT O N E O F T H E P R O B L E M S
OF TEACHING ABOUT GLOBAL & ETHICAL
I S S U E S I S F I N D I N G S U I TA B L E M AT E R I A L
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Within the development
education community there are
many educational websites
aimed at young people.
However, many of these are
perhaps of marginal relevance
to an Economics/Business
Studies audience. The 'Just
Business' site will contain
hotlinks to the more
appropriate sites, and provide a
brief summary of what teachers
and students can expect to find
there. For example, one site
with a large amount of
accessible material for students
is at www.globaleye.org.uk, and
is an online version of a
magazine of the same name.

'Just Business' runs
educational conferences for
students of Business Studies
and Economics and INSET for
teachers based around global
and ethical issues. The project
is also aiming to develop, with
the assistance of teachers, new
teaching and learning materials
for publication either via the
new website or by more
traditional means.
'Just Business' is overseen by
a Steering Group that includes
amongst its membership Steve
Lepper (former IT editor for
this journal, and now
Educational Services Manager
for Anglia Campus), David
Lines (Head of Economics and
Business Education at the
University of London Institute
of Education, former Chief
Examiner for the AEB and codirector of the Nuffield
Project), Alan Malachowski
(Lecturer in Business Ethics at
the University of East Anglia),
Malcolm Surridge (Principal
Examiner for the AEB and
author of textbooks in Business
Studies), and Sean Vertigan

(EBEA Council), together with
a number of teachers and LEA
advisers in Economics and
Business Studies.
For further information
about the 'Just Business'
project, or if you would like to
become involved in the projects
work in any way, visit the
website, or contact me at:
'Just Business'
38-40 Exchange Street
Norwich NR2 1AX.
Tel. 01603 610993,
Fax. 01603 625004,
or e-mail jusbiz@nead.org.uk

Stephen Fairbrass
Project Co-ordinator
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All the reviews published in
‘Teaching Business and
Economics’ are now
available on the TES
BookFind CD-ROM,
published termly by Book
Data Ltd., Northumberland
House, 2, King Street,
Twickenham,TW1 2RZ, in
association with The Times
Educational Supplement.
Reviews are linked to titles
on the CD.
Every effort has been made
to identify reviewers who are
both professionally and
personally completely
independent of the authors
of the publications reviewed,
both in this issue and at all
times - editor.

A LEVEL AND
GNVQ BUSINESS STUDIES
Business Studies-Teacher's
Book, Ian Marcousé, Andrew
Gillespie, Barry Martin,
Malcom Surridge and Nancy
Wall, Hodder & Stoughton,
1999, paperback, 277 pages,
£39.99, ISBN, 0-340-73763-8,
tel. 01235 827720.
The teacher's book is designed
as an essential companion to the
'Business Studies' textbook
(reviewed in the Spring 2000
issue). Priced at £39.99, the
Teacher's Guide falls in line
with other comparable teacher's
manuals in terms of price.
Traditionally the overall purpose
of teacher's guides has been to
save time for the teacher so that

answers do not have to be
individually calculated and mark
schemes devised for ongoing
case study or short answer
questions. This text fulfils just
that purpose. However in
addition to this it provides some
new and exciting features that
must be highlighted.
The layout of each unit in the
text follows a consistent pattern.
A brief paragraph states the aim
of each unit. Then each of the
questions in the student text is
taken in turn and a detailed
answer with mark scheme is
provided. Nothing particularly
revolutionary as yet!
A nice feature is the
introductory unit which
identifies the aims of the book
and gives a description of the
marking criteria used by all the
awarding bodies. The focus is
on marks for knowledge and
understanding, application,
analysis and evaluation. The
authors point out that key skills
were not finalised at the time of
going to print yet do recognise
their importance and suggest
future updates via the Internet
and press releases. Finally the
authors recommend useful web
sites for teachers.
The layout of the rest of the
text follows a consistent pattern.
Each of the units begins with an
introductory aim followed by
detailed and comprehensive
answers to all the short answer
questions, case study and
examination questions in the
student text. A useful feature is

that the questions are reprinted
in front of the answers, which
stops you having to flick
between the two texts when
marking or running through the
answer in class. Straight
definition answers are written
out in full and when an
analytical or evaluative answer is
called for, the authors have
taken the time to break down
the answer into the relevant
assessment criteria which link
directly to the mark scheme again an excellent teaching aid.
Where this text really comes
into its own is in the inclusion
of subject-specific web sites
which could be visited to
supplement understanding or
facilitate answering some of the
questions. In addition to this
there is a useful supplementary
reading list that is broken down
into the relevant units. Both the
web sites and the reading list
are accompanied by a brief
overall summary of the aim of
the suggested reading, with
areas for particular interest and
expertise highlighted by the
authors.
Throughout the text there
appear several thought
provoking and current articles
which can be used to bring your
students up to date, begin a
class discussion or be
photocopied for general wider
reading material. Articles
included deal with such issues
as the contribution of
operations management to
international competitiveness,
the changing role of people
35
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processes, and the role of
finance in the whole business.
To conclude, this teacher's
guide is one which I would
personally find useful in that it
provides crucial time-saving
answers and additional reading
material, useful web addresses
and photocopiable
resources/OHPs. These can all
be used in the classroom to aid
the structuring of student
answers. All this for £39.99
must be worth a look at.
Suzanna Nakarada Prout,
Rossett School, Harrogate

The Business Studies Club,
edited by Ian Swift,
Longman and the Financial
Times, £35 per year (two
editions per year), 47 pages
(Sept. 99 edition), write to
Schools Division, Longman,
Harlow, CM20 2YF, ISSN No:
1467-0402. h
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Strategy. Each case study is
laid out in a consistent fourside format. The article is on
page one (and includes a useful
glossary section), then there
are two sides of briefing notes
followed by one page of
activities. I found the layout
and size of each case study to
be manageable for students
within a one hour lesson at A
Level/GNVQ Advanced. The
material may be too wordy for
a GCSE student, particularly
in Year 10.
One of the real advantages of
using this service is the
inclusion of up-to-the-minute
topics. For example, amongst
the articles in the September
issue was an interesting
discussion of the effect of the
Millennium on the economy.

The Business Studies Club is
a subscription-based
periodical, published as a joint
venture between Longman and
the Financial Times. It is
published twice a year, in
September and February, and
each issue consists of eight or
nine case studies, based on
current issues. These are
written by current teachers and
examiners, and each case study
includes an introductory article
from the Financial Times,
briefings on each topic area,
activities and teacher notes.

The format really works
within the classroom,
particularly in terms of
preparing additional notes on
the concepts covered. So the
briefing notes that appear with
each article are absolutely
invaluable. They are well laid
out, with appropriate use of
diagrams, cartoons and
photographs, and each set of
notes also includes an
evaluation section which is
especially useful for A Level
students. Again, the notes
appear to be aimed more
specifically at A Level/GNVQ
Advanced level, although
higher level GCSE students
would respond well to the
material.

I received the September
1999 issue to review. In this
issue, topics covered were
suitably wide-ranging, from
Personnel, Promotion and
Finance, to more complex
areas such as External
Constraints and Business

Because the choice of
articles, and standard of the
briefing notes, was so
impressive in each of the nine
case studies within the
September issue, I was
disappointed to find that the
questions were less effective.

Each case study has four
sections of questions. The
Knowledge and
Comprehension section
contained straightforward
questions based around
description and definitions.
The answers provided in the
Teacher's Notes were sensible
and accurate. These would be
suitable for GCSE level
students. The next section was
Data Response, using a variety
of styles from explanation to
discussion. The difficulty that I
found with these questions was
that the level of questioning
was either aimed solely at
GCSE level or A Level
students. Therefore, the teacher
would need to do some
additional work in adapting the
questions to their particular
classes. I used the Promotion
case study, for example, with a
Year 12 group, but was unable
to use the Data Response
section due to its low level of
required response. However,
the Economic Forecasting case
study contained a series of
Data Response questions
which closely matched the style
of required response within the
AEB A Level syllabus.
The essay questions were
reasonable, offering a choice of
two titles. These would only
really be suitable for A Level or
GNVQ Advanced students.
However, the answers provided
in the Teacher's Notes
consisted only of a couple of
sentences of suggested content
rather than a mark scheme,
and would therefore be of
limited use to the teacher.
Again, additional work would
be required in devising an
appropriate mark scheme for
use with students. Finally the
Follow-up Projects section
varied in its practicality. These
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would be most suitable for
GNVQ Advanced level
students, consisting as they did
of such ideas as visiting
companies, carrying out
primary research, or conducting
a newspaper or magazine
search.
In conclusion, The Business
Studies Club is a useful service
for teachers wishing to
supplement their standard
textbooks with more current
and topical information. It is
very user-friendly and would
involve a minimum of
preparation for use in class,
although as stated previously,
the questions would need some
consideration. It could certainly
be used as the basis for an
entire lesson on a single topic,
or alternatively as a stimulus
lesson in introducing a topic.
GNVQ teachers may wish to
use it as an input lesson before
setting the students one of the
follow-up projects.
At £35 for what is effectively 18
case studies, it is certainly not
cheap. However, The Business
Studies Club is filling a muchneeded gap in allowing teachers
to constantly update their
resources without the usual cost
of a great deal of extra time
spent in preparation; always an
issue in our subject. For this
reason, I would recommend this
publication as a worthwhile
device which allows students to
consider current items in the
news whilst still exploring the
key business issues and
concepts.
Debbie Kirkby, Head of
Social and Vocational
Studies, Lymm High School,
Cheshire
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A LEVEL ECONOMICS
British Economy Survey,
1993 -1999 ON CD-ROM,
York Publishing Services
and Statistics for Education,
2000, £59, ISBN 1 872849
75X, available from Statistics for
Education, tel 01279 652183.
This CD-ROM contains the
complete text of all the issues of
British Economy Survey from
Spring 1993 to Spring 1999. It
also provides a search facility, a
SECOS dataset on the British
Economy and student
investigations.
It is very simple to use. By
clicking on 'Getting Started' you
get an explanation of how to
use the software but it is fairly
self explanatory if you just go
straight in and start using it. A
good way of finding out how to
make the most of the software,
especially for a student, is to
work through the 'student
investigations'. Each of the three
'investigations' guides students
through a different aspect of
using the software. The first
one, Using the BES Database:
Unemployment, makes use of
the unemployment data to show
students how to access
statistics, sort and graph them,
and copy the resulting tables
and graphs into a word
processor in order to use them
in essays, coursework etc.. In
the second student
investigation, Investigating data:
UK Inflation and the Economy,
students are shown the
procedures for looking at trends
in the economy and the effects
of inflation. The last one,
Searching BES articles: Interest
Rate Enquiry, takes students
through the process of

searching the journal articles.
The articles themselves are
very informative, although
getting them altogether like this
really highlights the speed at
which material in this subject
goes out of date - much of the
earlier material is really only of
historical interest. Not much
effort has been put into making
the articles visually interesting it is easy to see why many are
more attracted to Economic
Review and Economics Today.
Because most of the journal
articles were written with the
current (and previous!) 'A' level
syllabuses in mind, they do
contain material (such as the
Keynesian 45 degree diagram)
that is not appropriate for the
Curriculum 2000 specifications.
Also, the level of difficulty of
the articles varies quite
considerably. They should all be
within the grasp of A2
economics students who could
be left to find their own way
round the material. AS
economics students would need
considerable guidance as to
which articles to use and which
student investigations to tackle.
An increasing proportion of the
articles would also be of interest
to AS and A2 Business Studies
students.
As a resource for AS and A2
Economics students, this is
probably more useful than the
CD-ROMs of national
newspapers since it is easier to
access relevant information in a
form that is easily usable.
However, a greater quantity of
relevant and up to date
information can be made
available to students by the
teacher selecting useful web
sites for students to click onto
on the school or college
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accessing data in this way is
more time consuming. In
conclusion, this CD-ROM
would be a useful addition to
the school or college library
especially if students have
limited access to the internet.
It is not, however, going to
make a dramatic difference to
anyone's experience of learning
or teaching Economics or
Business Studies.
Caroline Loewenstein,
Strode's College, Egham.

KEY SKILLS
Data Handling Skills across the subjects.
Support materials for ICT
training. Principal Author
and Editor Steve Hurd.
Contributors Karen
Brailsford, Andrew Garner,
Bob Jones and Simon
Uttley, Statistics for
Education, 1999, 128 pages
and one CD-ROM. £59 plus
VAT Phone 01279-652183.
Website http://www.statsed.co.uk
ISBN 1 872849 776
Data Handling Skills
describes itself as an ICT skills
training package. It comes in a
ring binder and consists of a
set of loose-leaf photocopiable
worksheets and a CD-ROM.
The CD-ROM contains the
SECOS data handling program
and a range of sample datasets,
together with a PowerPoint
presentation for trainers and
Word files containing the
worksheets.
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The worksheets cover a
number of areas: a summary of
the data handling requirements
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of the New Opportunities
Fund (NOF) ICT training,
Key Skills Levels 1 to 3 and
National Curriculum KS4.
There is also a description of
the SECOS tour, instructions
on how to create a statistical
database using SECOS and
guidance and exercises in data
handling for Key Skills and in a
number of subjects at KS4 geography, history, business
studies, economics,
mathematics and statistics,
sociology. An appendix covers
the contents of the CD-ROM
and provides card copies of the
PowerPoint slide sets.
SECOS has been around for
over ten years now and, in its
current version, it remains both
a valuable source of data and
an accessible data handling
program in its own right. The
whole package declares its
purposes as follows:
To support the training of
teachers in the use of ICT for
data handling and interpretation.
To provide training in the use of
the SECOS data handling
program. (p3)
So how does it measure up to
these declared purposes? Well
the second purpose begs a
question or two. What does it
imply about SECOS that it
needs an additional £59
package to train teachers in its
use? No, it is the first of these
purposes that should act as the
criterion against which to
comment on the effectiveness
of the package and in these
terms, the answer is rather
mixed.

I am convinced about the
potential of SECOS in the
training of teachers. There is a
good literature in our subject
area on the effectiveness of
using student learning
resources in the training of
teachers, starting with the
Economics Education 14-16
Project and ongoing with the
Nuffield Project. What is
critical, though, is the nature of
the resources and activities for
the teachers in training and it
is here that I have some doubts
about this package.
The nine pages summarising
the requirements for data
handling in teacher training,
Key Skills and National
Curriculum are crisp and clear.
However, all too often, the
associated Teacher Activities
are not.
... (non-mathematics and ICT
teachers) examine carefully the
list of data handling abilities
being developed with KS4 IT and
mathematics....brainstorm some
ideas of how you could make use
of these capabilities and build
upon them within your own
subject area.
..(post 16 teachers) examine
the Key Skills requirements in IT
and Application of
Number...devise a set of ICT and
data handling activities which
meet the learning goals of your
subject and cross reference them to
the Key Skills targets. (p13)
Tasks such as these might
well form a possible outcome
of the whole package, but as an
activity designed to help
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identify training needs they are
just too large in scope and
potential outcome.
The sections covering the
SECOS tour and on creating a
database are fine as generic
introductions, but why not
contextualise these for teachers
of different subjects and age
ranges, thus opening up the
issues rather better than in the
above tasks? It would be
possible to combine the
familiarisation tasks (SECOS
and curriculum requirements)
in order to identify training
needs and curriculum
development possibilities. The
outcome would be a set of
focused and purposeful
activities with clear and
achievable outcomes for the
teachers involved.
The worksheets contain
exemplar activities for teacher
training and for students across
a range of Key Skill areas and
KS4 subjects. They hold a
wealth of ideas and tasks and a
thorough reading will reward
any teacher by providing food
for thought and some practical
strategies for including data
handling opportunities in their
day to day teaching.
This strength is also, however,
a weakness. The worksheets are
presented in black and white,
presumably to aid
photocopying, but the layout is,
frankly, poor. Learning
resources for all learners,
'teachers' and 'students', need
careful planning not least in
layout, and it looks as if this
aspect has been rather
neglected. This results in a
rather high density of text, and
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illustrations that resemble
clipart used for decoration
rather than to provide relevant
visual information. The
activities/tasks are invariably
listed at the end of the
worksheet instead of being
staged and they all too often
focus largely on the data
handling issues to the exclusion
of the intended subject learning.
Finally, there is the question
of level. Admittedly the activities
are exemplars but, leaving
layout aside, their use with the
majority of students at KS4
might require significant
modification.
Overall, therefore, it will be
clear that this reviewer has some
doubts about the package. The
intention is commendable. The
SECOS element is excellent.
What is more problematic is the
professional development
component. It is missing
evidence of (at least some of)
the worksheets and activities
having been worked through in
practice with teachers and
students where appropriate. If
this has been done, why not
follow the example of some of
the better professional
development texts in presenting
these teachers' (and/or
students') responses as data
through which to stimulate
readers' own professional
thinking and practice? It also
lacks the professional layout that
aids learning.
If you have the money to
spend, and the time to
customise the materials in some
detail, (remember they are
available on the CD-ROM in
Word format) then the package

will be useful to individual
teachers, departments, schools
and teacher trainers. Otherwise,
simply buy and use SECOS
alongside a close scrutiny of the
relevant curriculum
documentation.
Richard Dunnill
Canterbury Christ Church
University College

SOFTWARE
Three Cogito Electronic
Companions - Principles of
Microeconomics, Principles
of Macroeconomics,
Intermediate
Macroeconomics, Cogito
Learning Media, Inc. Fifty
user licence $549. Student version
$34.95. For further details of
contents and prices see
www.cogitomedia.com.
These CD-Roms have been
created by some American
university professors as aids to
understanding for college
students. They are not intended
to replace teachers or books but
to provide a means for students
to review topics and test their
understanding of them.
The two 'Principles' disks are
very basic - a skeletal framework
of broadly GCSE or AS
standard. The 'Intermediate'
disk grapples with harder topics
such as expectations and the ISLM model whilst developing
other topics to broadly AL
standard.
The CD-ROMS are easy to
load and use. Students can
choose which topics to review or
answer questions about.
Presentations are quite lively
and varied. They make use of
pictures, words, graphics, 39
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sound and occasional video
clips. Students can push
buttons and drag words across
the screen.
However, these programs
have been designed for
American students. Figures are
for the United States. There
are pictures of Congress and a
video clip of Wall Street's
trading floor. Occasionally the
language can mislead. One
little self-test question runs: '
When your favourite food goes
on sale you would buy more of
that food. True or false? ' In
the U.K. we would talk about
reduced prices in the Sales.
The idea behind these CDROMS is good. Students
would welcome an enjoyable
way of revising. However, in
my view their American basis
makes them unsuitable for
class use. If you are thinking of
creating something similar for
the UK you might be
interested in buying these
American offerings. Also, if you
have disaffected, easily bored,
computer mad Economics
students on a Friday afternoon
in a Computer room you could
get some entertainment from
these disks. But they're not
cheap.
Jean Jacob, Richmondupon-Thames College

StartUp for Business
Studies, Cobweb
Information Ltd.,
Careersoft, 1999, CD-ROM,
£100 per year, updated, tel.
01422 330450.
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Those of a cynical disposition including a substantial number
of teachers and lecturers
throughout these islands! -
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would have us believe that
'multimedia', 'electronic
databases' and all that come
into their own only on
school/college open evenings,
after which they are consigned
to the back office for fear of
theft, misuse or, heaven forbid,
the school having to fork out
on licences to run the things.
That said, 'StartUp for
Business Studies' is worth
inspection.
'StartUp for Business Studies'
is an information database
aimed at students who are
following a GCSE, A Level or
GNVQ programme of study
and those involved in Young
Enterprise-type activities. The
format is website-style with
refreshingly simple navigation
tools and an unpretentious-ifbland split screen: on the left
the Directory list, on the right
the text-and-graphics-based
explanation. Sadly (or happily),
the font size is too small for
easy (quick?) reading.
The CD-Rom has three sets of
resources: Business
Opportunity Profiles, Business
Information Factsheets, and
Market Synopses.

are particularly useful for
GNVQ Business and Leisure
and Tourism where research on
current market trends is both
essential and often timeconsuming. The tone is
thorough, well researched, and
sometimes dull. The material is
suitable for Level Three
students working
independently, or GCSE
students with support. In
addition, each section is
followed by a list of sources for
further information, which is
helpful, although I would have
liked to see more reference to
quality websites which remains
a necessity if we are to
promote intelligent, websupported Business education.
Finally, the Business
Information Factsheets are
essays of varying quality and
depth on a range of topics
from Europe to Intellectual
Property. The materials on
marketing are particularly good
as long as your students do not
object to wading through a
largely picture-less desert.

The Business Opportunities
Profiles reflects Careersoft's
main work, which is supplying
careers software to schools,
colleges and careers service
companies. (I was delighted to
see a list of contacts to help me
become either a Golf Tours
Holiday Organiser or a
Taxidermist!) This would be
useful both for 'Employment'
assignments and work
experience, both of which
feature in GNVQ.

All the data in StartUp is
supplied by Cobweb
Information Ltd (formerly
Project North East) and is the
same information as previously
supplied to small business
advisors under the name
COBRA. StartUp is intended
for use in schools, colleges and
careers service companies only
and is available with annual
subscription with an updated
version being supplied once a
year. Worth getting come
April? Check out the demo
first!

The Market Synopses
(accurate up to around 1997)

Simon Uttley, St. John the
Baptist School, Woking
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Vice Chair (Policy)
Steve Williams
26 Old Orchard, Singleton, Ashford
TN23 4PY 01233 611337
Vice Chair (Marketing)
Celia Flynn
The Vicarage, Garrison Lane
Chessington KT9 2LB
Tel. 0208 397 3016
Hon Treasurer
Clive Riches
8 Copperfield, Durham City,
DH1 3QT Tel. 0191 384 9180
Company Secretary
Robert Wilson
98 Cornhill Road, Aberdeen,
AB25 2EH Tel. 01224 485432

AFFILIATED ORGANISATIONS &
REGIONAL CONTACTS

AFFILIATED ORGANISATIONS &
REGIONAL CONTACTS (continued)

WEBS (Welsh Economics and Business
Society)
Hon. Secretary:
Ian Etherington
01554 778706

WALES
North Wales
Llifon Jones

Coventry & Warwickshire Economics and
Business Education Association
Hon. Secretary:
Ian Abbott
01203 524431
LSTEB (The London Society for
Teachers in Economics & Business)
Contact:
Sean Vertigan
0208 342 8107
SBEA (Scottish Business Education
Association)
Chair:
Wendy Sutherland
01506 852596
ENGLAND
Bath and Wiltshire
Barry Heywood
Birmingham
Tim Mason
Chatham
Flora Green
Durham
Clive Riches
East Sussex
Stephen Wood
Merseyside
John Farrell
Worcester
Paul Clarke
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
Robert Wilson
Edinburgh
Steve Kelly
Glasgow
Barry Finlayson

01745 814677

NORTHERN IRELAND
Pat McNally
01232 325631

If you are an EBEA
member who is willing to
be a point of contact with
others in your area,
please advise the office
and we will add your
name to this list.

HONORARY MEMBERS
01225 765354
0121 472 1672
01634 862045
0191 3849180

Vivian Anthony
Raymond Lines
Peter Maunder
Professor J Parry Lewis
Keith Robinson
Grace Waring

01323 644144

Administrator
Sandra Halsey

0151 722 3879

Administrative Assistant
Jill Davies

01905 640581

01224 485432
0131 554 1721
0141 950 3280

EBEA 1a Keymer Road
Hassocks, West Sussex
BN6 8AD.
Tel. 01273 846033
Fax: 01273 844646
e-mail: ebeah@pavilion.co.uk
website: www.ebea.org.uk

HAVE YOU CHANGED ADDRESS?
Help us to help you - if you have recently moved home or are intending to soon, please photocopy and complete the
form below and return to us. PLEASE ALLOW AT LEAST 4 WEEKS FOR PROCESSING
Your OLD address:

Your NEW address:

NAME: .........................................................................

ADDRESS: ...................................................................

ADDRESS: ...................................................................

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

........................................ POST CODE: .....................

.....................................................................................

Membership Number: ..................................................

........................................ POST CODE: .....................

SCHOOL/COLLEGE ...................................................
.....................................................................................

Send to the Administrative Assistant at the Hassocks Office

NEW LONGMAN BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
Meeting all your 16-19 year-olds needs
for the 2000 specifications!

NEW EDITION

Longman A Level
Business Studies
Michael Barratt and Andy
Mottershead

The only core Business
Studies text to match the
new 2000 specifications
exactly, ensuring success
at AS and A Level

An Integrated Approach
to Business Studies
Bruce Jewell

The best -selling text for A
Level Business just got better!

Nuffield Economics
and Business
Jenny Wales and Nancy Wall,
with Stephen Barnes

Tailor-made for the new
Edexcel Nuffield Economics
and Business AS and A
Level specification

NEW EDITION

Stanlake’s Introductory
Economics

Vocational A Level
Business

S.J. Grant

John Evans-Pritchard, Bob
Bywaters, Tony Glaser, Liz Mayer
and Oraine Gillman

The tried and tested
cost-effective course
companion - now revised
and updated to ensure your
students’ success in the new
AS and A level specifications.

The easy-to-manage,
completely new core text
written especially to match
the new Double and Single
Award Vocational A Level
Business specifications

Foundation and
Intermediate GNVQ
Business
John Evans-Pritchard, Bob Bywaters,
Tony Glaser and Liz Mayer

Specifically written to help you
teach Foundation and
Intermediate students –
separately or in the same class

FREEPHONE 0800 579 579, quoting
reference code ED00234.

